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 The game was officially released in September 2010, and features fights from UFCs' current and past events, as well as video game-exclusive fights. Gameplay UFC Undisputed 2010 is a fighting game, with an emphasis on realism. Yuke's stated that they used a new model of the Kharmos physics engine which better reflects the movement and impact of a fighter's punches and kicks. The game also
features a Fight Stick. New features Compared to its predecessor, UFC Undisputed 2009, UFC Undisputed 2010 allows the player to utilize game-exclusive weapons such as elbow strikes, knee strikes, head strikes, and ground strikes (like leg kicks) in addition to the standard kicks, punches and knees. All of the game's current and past UFC events are included in the game with additional fighters and
events added through downloadable content packs. The game also has additional game-exclusive fighters such as Britian's Fabricio Werdum and the game's first undefeated UFC fighter, Jon Fitch. The game also features up to five rounds of fights, with in-game time indicators and slow-motion replays. Other differences between the two games include the ability to win fights by knockout, fights can

be split into rounds with various types of rounds, and knocked down fighters will be forced to the ground where they can be submitted. Downloadable content (DLC) Initial release The game was officially released on September 16, 2010 in Japan, North America, and Europe. First edition A first edition of UFC Undisputed 2010 was released on October 29, 2010 in Europe. This edition included eight
additional fighters and two additional events, including the inaugural UFC light heavyweight championship fight between Forrest Griffin and Chuck Liddell. Console editions UFC Undisputed 2010 was released on the Xbox 360, PlayStation 3, and Wii on September 16, 2010 in North America and on October 29, 2010 in Europe. Downloadable content Reception Reception for the game has been

positive. IGN gave it an 8.5 out of 10 and praised the game's free updates and developer commitment. 148Apps gave it a 4 out of 5, saying "It's great, if you can get over the occasional floatiness." References Category:2010 video games Category:Mixed martial arts video games Category:Video games developed in Japan Category:Xbox 360 games Category:PlayStation 3 games 82157476af
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